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Abstract-An intensive survey of XBT and surface salinity sampling was carried out during 
September/October 1988 to compare surface dynamic height anomalies and altimetric anomalies 
along a line close to a GEOSAT satellite track in che Tropical Atlantic Ocean, 15"N-lS"S. 
Hydrography and altimetry agree within 4 cm rms, except in the southern part of the section (south 
of 5"s). In the northern hemisphere, the correlation between the two data sets is about 0.80 and the 
two power spectra present the same energy level, with a k-'-k-* dependence. The hydrographic 
data show an unusual tongue of fresh water around 7"N that results in positive dynamic height 
anomalies of about 10 dyn cm. The GEOSAT data analysed during the same period also show 
these anomalies with a similar scale. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

RADAR altimeter observation of the sea surface has proved a powerful means of acquiring 
synoptic scale data for a variety of ocean phenomena. CHENEY and MARSH (1981) used 
SEASAT altimeter data to map the Gulf Stream and rings in the western North Atlantic. 
By using SEASAT data, MÉNARD (1983) observed high variability of the sea surface 
topography (up to 20 cm) in the vicinity of the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio, and Fu and 
CHELTON (1985) and DANIAULT and MÉNARD (1985) showed a large-scale coherence in the 
temporal variability of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. More recently, using the 
GEOSAT altimeter data, TAI et al. (1989) generated a sea-level time series and found 
approximately 4 cm rms agreement with Pacific island tide gauges. CHENEY et al. (1989) 
confirmed this conclusion by finding an agreement less than 4 cm rms. KOSRO et al. (1988) 
obtained similar results in comparing GEOSAT collinear profiles with repeated hydro- 
graphic sections along the California coast. 

These results were based on available ship and in situ data collected for purposes other 
than comparison with altimeter data. Most of the available in situ data miss the close 
temporal and spatial coincidence with the altimeter data. When comparing with tide gauge 
time series, the principal question is whether sea level measured at an isolated point on an 
island accurately represents sea level in the surrounding open ocean. For this reason, a 
specific experiment was needed. 
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BERNSTEIN ef d. (1982) compared the dynamic height changes from repeated tracks of 
SEAS AT altimeter data with data obtained from aircraft AXBTs across the Kuroshio 
extension. The two data sets agree generally within 10 cm for surface height changes due to 
the time-varying geostrophic current. Nevertheless. a time shift of about I day was present 
between the in sirzr and the satellite data. We report in this paper a similar experiment 
using GEOSAT altimeter data and XBTs launched from a ship crossing che tropical 
Atlantic ocean. 

Knowledge of the tropical ocean circulation is essential when considering climate 
problems. The most striking and well known examples of correlation between climatic 
events and ocean tropical circulation are found in the Pacific. especially during El Nino 
events. However. because of its smaller size. the seasonal wind patterns and its meridional 
heat transport cross the Equator (HASTENRATH, I9S7), study of the tropical Atlantic is also 
interesting with respect to tropical circulation. 

Despite large oceanographic experiments carried out in recent years (FOCAL/ 
SEQUAL. 1982-1984), the basinwide data coverage of the tropical Atlantic is still poor. 
Satellite data, such as altimeter data. can help solve this problem. MENARD (198s) and 
ARNAULT er al. (1990) have shown the good consistency of the large-scale seasonal 
variability of the tropical Atlantic as obserked by altimeter data with respect to climatology 
and models. However. compared to the large dynamic topography signal across the Gulf 
Stream and Kuroshio regions, the tropical Atlantic presents only a 10 cm signal so that the 
differences between in sim data and altimetry are difficult to analyse. Thus, the validation 
of altimetry in the tropical regions requires careful investigation. 

2.  THE XRAhIIS 1 EXPERIRIENT 

Launched in hlarch 1985. the U.S. Na\) GEOSAT altimeter performed a geodetic 
mission during its first IS months of operation on a non-repeat orbit. In November 19%. it 
shifted to a 17.05 day repeat orbit. The resolution :ìt the equator is approximately 150 km. 
and 3 days wparate two adjacent tracks. The I-s alongtr:icA average computed by CHENEY 
er (11 .  (19S7) yields one point every 6.S km. 

Fortunately. one GEOSAT track is practically suprrimposcd on a merchant route from 
Le Havre, France to Buenos Aires, Argentin'i. T ~ u s .  we organized a cruise on the 
mcrchnnt ship Lo F q w t e  starting from Le Havrc and cnding in Buenos Aires: the 
ARAMIS 1 (Altimetrie sur un Rail Atlantique et hlcsures In-Situ) esperiment. The aim of 
this cruise was to perform an intensive launch of XBTs and ruriace salinity sampling as the 
satellite was passing over the ship. 

The ship left Le Havre on 15 September 19% and arri\ ed at Bucnos Aires on 4 October 
19%. The overpass occurred o n  2 October, n h e n  the ship \\*as located at 3"30'S. About 300 
SBTs were launched between 40"N and 70%. About 300 sea surface salinity samples aere 
tahen rit the sanie time. The di4tance hetween two temperature measurements decresced 
from 180 km north of 20"N to  ahout 7 km near the Equator (Fig. 1). 

3. DATA PROCESSING X N D  hlETHOD 

Altitiictric r l r r rN  

The altimeter nicasures the distancc from the spxecrnft t n  the nce;in. The orhit of the 
sp;icccraft is determined hy independent ground tracking. Thirs. the diffcrcnce between 
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the altimeter measurement and the orbit primarily indicates large permanent undulations 
of the geoid. Superimposed on the geoid undulations are the generally much weaker 
fluctuations associated with ocean tides and currents. Variability associated with the 
permanent ocean currents in the tropical Atlantic region is less than 0.1 m (see Fig. 6 of 
MERLE and ARNA~LT, 1985). Differences in measurements made along repeated tracks 
cannot be due to time-invariant geoid or mean currents, but must be ascribed to time- 
variable phenomenon such as ocean currents and tides. If attention is paid to spatial length 
scales less than 1000 km, typical of tropical currents, the large-scale height variability 
caused by tides as well as the error introduced by uncertainties in the satellite ephemeris 
can be ignored, leaving time-variable ocean currents as the main source of fluctuations 
observed by altimetry (BERNSTEIN et al., 1982). 

The GEOSAT data set consists of repetitive tracks of 22 passes, from November 1986 to 
November 1987, plus two cycles during the experiment in September/October 1988. These 
tracks are numbered from east to west. Track 104 coincides almost perfectly with the 
shiptrack (Fig. 1). As noted in the GDR GEOSAT handbook (CHENEY et al., 1987), 
several corrections, which are available with the GDR, have to be applied to the rough 

Fig. 1. XBT and surface salinity samples along the shiptrack together with the GEOSAT 
104. 

track 
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Wet and dry tropospheric corrections were applied using the FNOC model (SAASTAMOI- 
NEN, 1972; TAPLEY et al., 1982). The wet troposphere correction compensates for the 
altimeter travel time-delay caused by water vapour in the troposphere. The dry tropo- 
sphere correction compensates for the altimeter travel time delay caused by air molecules 
in the troposphere. The most questionable of all the GEOSAT corrections is the wet 
troposphere effect. Several studies showing comparisons between various tropospheric 
correction models (MONALDO, 1990; JOURDAN et al., 1990) have emphasized that errors 
of a few centimetres can be unresolved by the FNOC model. In the future, new SSM/I 
based corrections will allow a more effective reduction of these error sources (EMERY 
et al., 1990). The dry troposphere correction is better known than the wet troposphere 
correction, and errors can be largely eliminated by a first degree polynomial adjustment 
(Fig. 2d, e). 

To eliminate spikes in the data, each sampled point (rate: 6.8 km) was compared to a 
mean sea surface height (MARSH, 1982). If the difference was greater than several metres 
(depending on the area), the point was flagged. 

As noted earlier, the geoid undulations can be removed from the corrected altimetric 
data by looking at temporal variability. There are three different methods to extract the 
variability signal from the altimetric data. Crossover differences have given encouraging 
results in the Tropical Pacific (MILLER et al. , 1986). A second method is based on the'use of 
a mean sea surface. MÉNARD (1988) found good agreement between the seasonal 
variability of the dynamic topography as observed from historical hydrographic data 
(MERLE and ARNAULT, 1985) and from GEOS 3 and SEASAT altimetric data referred to a 
mean sea surface. The third one, the collinear profile method we used here, was previously 
tested with success in a mesoscale study of the northwest Atlantic (MÉNARD, 1983) and in 
the Pacific (CHENEY et al., 1983; MUSMAN, 1986; MALARDE et al., 1987). This analysis 
includes the following steps: 

(1) The altimetric measurements of the sea surface are resampled along the track at a 
10 km spacing, from 20"N to 203, using a cubic spline to provide regular sampling. 

(2) A first-degree polynomial is fitted to the profiles, and the mean polynomial over the 
different cycles is added back to each individual adjusted profiles. 

(3) The mean profile is then calculated using the average of all the cycles. 
(4) The mean profile is subtracted from each individual profile to produce sea level 

anomalies. 
( 5 )  The sea level anomalies are adjusted with a first degree polynomial least-squares fit 

to absorb long wavelength errors. A final smoothing is performed using a filter over 60 km. 
Step 1 provides collocated measurement points for successive passes on the track. Step 2 

reduces the possible influence of orbit error on the mean profile because of missing points. 
Step 3 provides the mean sea surface along the track. Step 4 and step 5 give the sea level 
anomaly all along the track, sampled every 10 km. 

In situ data 
I Traditionally, dynamic height computation requires knowledge of the vertical profiles 

of temperature and salinity and can be performed only when data are available from a 
salinity-temperature-depth Z(CTD) record. But, in many regions of the ocean, the 
relationship between temperature and salinity (TS) is generally consistent with time. 
Where such a relationship exists, temperature data alone can be used to compute dynamic 
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height. The idea of using BT data and a T-Srelationship to supplement hydrographic data 
is not a new one. As early as 1947, SToMhíEL explored this hypothesis. EMERY (1975) and 
EMERY and WERT (1976), using this method in the Pacific, concluded that T-S curves can be 
used to reliably compute dynamic height from temperature profiles. In the tropical 
Atlantic, MERLE and ARNAULT (1985) found that the total error on the monthly 0/5n0 dhar 
dynamic height computed through a mean T S  relationship is about 2 dyn cm. We 
therefore used this method in the present study. 

About 300 “deep-blue” sippican XBTs launched during the cruise, between 30” and 
W S ,  provided a temperature profile up to 700-800 m depth. Thc use of deeper sounds, 
which requires low ship speed, was impossible in the case of a merchant ship. All the XBTs 
were carefully checked to eliminate malfunctions or errors. After this validation and 
limitation to the tropical region, 353 temperature profiles were kept (Fig. 1). During the 
same cruise, we also collected 204 surface salinities. 

To obtain a mean temporal dynamic height profile along the shiptrack. so that we could 
compute dynamic height variability, we also used XBTs collected trom November 1986 to 
November 1987, during the TOGA program. Various screening routines were applied to 
eliminate suspicious or redundant data or profiles that did not reach 500 m The resulting 
86-87 XBTs file contains about 400 temperature profiles. 

Monthly climatological T S  relations were computed along the shiptrack using an 
historical Nansen data set of 1150 T-S profiles (MERLE and ARNAULT, 1985). These data 
were grouped in large boxes of 8” longitude by 2” latitude. A weighted interpolation from 
adjacent squares and months has been applied in order to reduce the noise level in squares 
with scanty or no data. 

These monthly T-S were used to compute the mean 86-57 dynamic heights with the 
86-87 XBTs file using a salinity interpolation ar described above. Then, these monthly 
climatological mean T’S were adjusted at the surface b! the T-S samples taken during 
ARAMIS 1. These new T-S relationships were used together with the ARAhlTS 1 XBTs 
file to compute the dynamic height during the cruise. The dynamic height anomaly 
(hereafter DHA) for the cruise-directly comparable with altimetric sen level anomaly 
(hereafter SLA)-is obtained by subtraction of the mean 86-87 dynamic height. ’4s the 
total error (including the XBT temperature error of O.l°C) on the O/SOO dhw dynamic 
height computed through a mean T-S relationship i \  less than ’7 d y n  cm. we assumed the 
error on the DHA during ARAhlIS 1 experiment to be less than 3 din cm. 

As with the SLA processing, DHA are finally adjusted with a low degree polynom and 
smoothed using a filter over 60 km. 

1. RESULTS 

Figure 3 gives the along-shiptrack latitudinal profiles of both the surface temperature ( a )  
and salinity (b) collected during the cruise, compared with historical data. The curves show 
similar latitudinal variations hut with warmer and fresher (less than 33%) \vaters around 
7”N during the cruise. Usually, surface salinity maps show a large region of fresh water 
(S < 3h?h) that extends from the equator to 13”N (DESSIERand DONGUY, 1991 ). From 1977 
to 1986. around 5”N, therc \vere only two salinity values less than 3Yk0 and four hetween 33 
and 35% ( DESSIER. personal communication). This observation of extremely lo\v salinities 
in a narrow region is certainly related to interannual variations :is well as the dense 
sampling of the cruise. Mixing processes also niay hnve heen inhihitcd by irniisu:illy weak 
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Differences 
0 

latitude 

Fig. 5. Difference between dynamic heights computed without a T-S correction applied at the 
surface and with a T-S correction applied at the surface. Unit is dyn mm. 

winds and currents at that time (Fig. 4a and b). These surface temperature and salinity 
anomalies created local dynamic heights effects as large as 8 cm (Fig. 5). Therefore, it was 
important to take into account these effects before computing the DHA for the cruise, as 
we explained in Section 3. 

The agreement betweCn the SLA for the track 104, which follows the shiptrack, and the 
DHA (Fig. 6) is particularly good north of the equator: 

- positive extremum (+ 10 cm) at 16”N, 
- negative extremum (- 12 cm) at 12”N in the North Equatorial Current region, 
- positive extremum (-I- 10 cm) at 7-8”N, 
- negative extremum (-4 to -5 cm) at 3”N at the southern edge of the North 

Equatorial Counter Current which weakens at that time in 88, 
- positive extremum (-1-10 cm) at l-29 in the South Equatorial Current. 
The correlation between the SLA and the DHA (Table 1) is better in the northern 

hemisphere and can reach 0.75 between 5”N and 15”N. The mean rms is between 4 and 
6 cm. In the southern hemisphere, south of YS, the negative correlation (-0.23) indicates 
an out-of-phase variation of the DHA and the SLA. 
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ii’e :4so performed :I spectral analysis on the data sets. Both po\vrr spectra present 
similar energy levels (Figs 7 and S). nith a li-’ dependence from 1On ta l(100 km 3s 
observed by Frr (lYS3) for low energetic regions. A linear adjustment gives a 12-l.j 
dependence for SLA and k-l.’ for DHA hetbveen 100 and lOOI? km. The cut-off occurs 
around 70 km for DHA: it occurs around 50 km for SLA and is more evident than for the 
DHA. This ih probably explained by the initial different sampling of the data. 

Although the ship took an entire week to travel along the line. the GEOSATflewover it 
in only 8 min on 2 October. To avoid problems due to time and space high variability, we 
theretorr computed from the altimetric data set a new satellite derived track collocated in 
both time and space lvith the ship locations. This was done through an ohjectivc analysis 
(DE hk- nnd RCIMNS~N, 1987). We used 48 trxks over the ‘O”I’!-‘0”s x 3T)“\V-.WW 

Rcginn rms (cm1 , 1’1. I-21 

15-s- YS 6.4 -II 33 -ll.37, -Il.,53 
F-S- 5”N 4.4 II.1 1 --11.111,. 11.2’ 

SW-1 YN 4.7 II ‘5 II IlO. r1.s; 
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problematic because of the uncertainty in the FNOC model fields. This correction is 
critical in the tropics, especially along the mean position of the InterTropical Convergence 
Zone (ITCZ). We did not produce complete meteorological soundings during the 
campaign for measuring the integrated water vapour. But during the cruise we collected, 
information concerning the saturation vapour pressure (Fig. 13) and cloudiness indexes 
(Fig. l-1). Both figures indicate n maximum acti\,ity located north of YN, but not south of 
5%. Thus. it is clear that the \vet tropospheric correction is not mainly responsible for the 
SLA/DHA disagreement south of.5’75. On the other hand. the good SLA/DHA agreement 
encountered betiveen 5-N and 2O”N. byhere the tropospheric correction also seems to be 
important. confirms that this long wavelength error-even if not perfectly corrected by 
FNOC model-is reasonably filtered out by the sltimetric data processing. Ionospheric 
correction is not considered as ;1 major problem because our study was conducted during ;1 
period of relatively low solar activity. Thus. it \sas lower than during the SEASAT mission 
where it was already not very significant (LORELL t'f 01.. 19s:). The barotropic effects 
become important near the coasts. as along the American coast where the oceanic tides 
have larger amplitude. Bnrotropic tide effects are removed from nltimetric data using 
SCHWIDERSKI'S model (1980). but as noticed earlier errors of several centimetres can 
persist. Nevertheless, it seems that. if tide corrections appear to be important off the 
mouth of the Amazon river. further south. they are not so large (C. LE PROVOST and P. 
VINCENT. personal communication). Thus tide effects cannot explain the whole part of the 

SLA and DHA 
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Table 2. Corrcldon coefj?ciencs arzd mean rms betli:een 
the DHA and SLA in the southern, the equatorialand the 
northern parrs of theshiptrack, after an objective analysis 

on the altirnetric data 

Region rms (cm) r [rl, r2] 

lS”S- 5”s 5.8 -0.08 -0.28, -0.73 
5”S- 5”N 4.8 0.57 0.44, 0.67 

YN-15”N 3.8 0.88 0.83, 0.91 

difference encountered between SLA and DHA south of 5”S, when both the shiptrack and 
the satellite track skim the coast. We also investigated the possible contribution of residual 
orbit error first by looking at a longer track (3O”N-30% instead of 2O”N-20”s) and by 
applying a second degree polynom fit. The results are rather similar to those presented in 
Fig. G and Table 1. The mean rms and the correlation coefficient south of S’S are 5.5 cm 
and -0.29, respectively. We also used the new available GEMT2 orbit, but the results in 
the south remain the same: rms = 5.5 cm r = -0.24. Thus, residual orbit errors do not 
seem to significantly contribute to the observed discrepancies. 

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy between the two data sets in the South 
Atlantic, could come from the importance of the salinity correction when computing in situ 
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surfax dynamic heights. But as reve:kd by Fig. 3. this currection clnly play% a key role 
near 7‘8. Ekewherc. the temperature and salinity samplez taken during the cruise are veq 
similar to the historical surfxe tempcrxtureh 2nd salinities and cunsequsntlv do not 
introduce significant differences in the dynamic height calculation. 

Wc remind the reridcr that altimetry refers to the entire column ofv+aer \vhen the DHA 
are rrfcrencrd to 5U(.l m depth and therefore onlv pr0vidcS information about the 
Ixtrcxlinic snrfzvx Iayers. During the FOCAL/SE.()<lAL expcrimcnt in 1 W-l%-!. the 
comparison betiveen fI/SNi dhar dynamic heights computed from h)xlrogrnphic stations. 
tide gaufe~ records and inverted echo-sounders (K-\rZ VI (I/. , 1%; GARZOLI. 1%7: k~ISA,KD 

and H~~NIN. 1’4x7) demonstrated that the tropical Atlantic is mostly baroclinic for the first 
orders. Thi\ has been confirnled by nunlericn~ espcrimcnts (h11 ANTIER and P.AC.ANOS~~I. 

I%1 : Du PLNHOA~ and TKI~LIIER. i W: Du PENHO.AI and GOLIRIOLI. 1W). But near the 
Soirth American co;iSt. C~wx ( 1 %-I) observed that isotherms betwen 31 and 10°C 
divcrgc at 1 l’“15’S. This divergrnce is consistent with southward Row at the stirface 
xijacrnt to Brazil and \vith north\vard ilou of intcrmcdi~ttc \\xtcrx at depth. It occt1r~ 
xxund 3h’?\’ Lvhich is near the GEOSAT track am\ the hhiptr;tc’k (Fig. 1 ). SO that it could 
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Fig. 14. Cloudiness index along the shiptrack observed during the cruise. 

be possible that altimetry and XBTs have sampled different oceanic phenomena with 
respect to the depth of reference. 

CURTIS (1984) also observed several dips revealing mesoscale activity. Measuring the 
time-variability of the surface currents by the eddy kinetic energy derived from ship drift, 
RICHARDSON and MCKEE (1984) showed a broad maximum with values greater than 
400 cm2 s - ~  in energy between approximately 10"s and 10"N, and that along the south 
Brazilian coast values can reach more than 1200 cm2 s - ~ .  There is no doubt therefore that 
this region near the coast is affected by small scale processes (eddy structures) and 
boundaries currents that present high variability in space and time (Fig. 4b). This is 
confirmed by the results of a three-dimensional model of the tropical Atlantic forced with 
monthly 86-88 winds (MORLIBRE, personal communication). It is interesting to see that the 
correlation with GEOSAT track 190 (just to the east of track 104), closer in time with the 
XBTs measurements in this part of the shiptrack (10/05/1988), is 0.5 with a mean rms equal 
to 4.3 cm. It is also noteworthy that ship drift observed during the cruise (Fig. 4b) does not 
present any coherence south of 5"s as they do along the northern part of the line. 
Therefore, non-synoptic data with a different grid spacing can sample different structures. 
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These are the most plausible explanation for the DHA/SL.S differences in the southern 
hemisphere. 

.-I clin< t rl~/~~d~~~l77~~/7/.s -The ;iuthors nrr especinlly grateful to J. Merle (ORSTOM/LOD\‘C) particularly for his 
help in m:rn:~ging the 1988 cruise. B. Pitan and C. Peignon (ORSTOI\I) bore the brunt nf cnllrcting the detailed in 
sir~c d:lt;L set. WC :il%> thank the Compagnie Gt’n&xle Mrtritime. htr Ronin xnd the La KI,ww’\ crew, through 
whom the cruise w;ts made possible. bl. PrivC (ORSTOhl) and C. Ortega (CLS-Argns) helped with the 
csperiment. Tl~e SBT delta \vere processed in oollahnwtion with R. Chuchla (t~RSTOhi/lFREhlER) in Brebt. 

The alttmrtric Jat:i wrc processed in collahomtion \vith the PA!‘IE group in Toulouse. This rcseuch was 
funded hy tht: Programme Nntionnl Fran@ de TClt!dCtectinn Spatlrtle. S. Arn:wlt and L. Gourdeau wcrc 
supported 171 ORSTOhI. Institut Fran<ais de Recherche Scirntifique pour Ic DCxrl~~ppcmcnt cn Coop&ation. 
:~nd >-. hlcn;ud by the Centre Nationnl d’Etudes Spatialrs. 
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